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Abstract The workspace of wire robots is limited due to three factors: minimal
and maximal lengths of the wires, static equilibrium that imposes to
have a positive only force in the wires and wires interference (either
intersection between 2 wires or between a wire and the end-effector).
The limitation by the two first factors may be reduced by having wires
with a large coiling ability and by increasing the number of wires. We
propose in this paper algorithms that allow to study the influence of
wire/wire and wire/end-effector interference on the workspace, assum-
ing a fixed orientation of the end-effector. These algorithms allow one
to determine exactly which region of the workspace is interference free.
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1. Introduction

Wire robots are constituted of an end-effector connected to the ground
by a set of wires whose lengths can be modified by coiling devices. Mod-
ifying the length of the wires allows one to control the pose of the end-
effector. Recently wires robots have attracted the attention of many
researchers as they have some interesting features:

high speed: the moving parts of wire robots have a very low mass
and fast coiling devices are available. Hence high speed wire robots
have been developed such as the Falcon robot (Kawamura, 2000)

large workspace: compared to their rigid link equivalent the actu-
ators of wire robots have a larger possible change in lengths which
allows to obtain a larger workspace

force sensing: like all parallel structures a carefully instrumented
wire robots may be used both as a positioning device and also as
a force sensor

Wire robots have also drawbacks:



lower accuracy: the errors in the positioning of the end-effector
is clearly related to the accuracy in the measurement of the wire
lengths. Here the larger change in length of the actuators will lead
to a larger error in the lenght measurements for a given accuracy
of the sensors. Furthermore the deformation of the wires (which
are due to the mass of the wires) are difficult to model: hence their
straight-line model is only an approximation

control problem: wires can only pull and are not rigid. Hence con-
trol should address the problems of vibrations in the wire together
with force control

Wire robots have been used in multiple applications: robotics crane such
as the Robocrane (Albus, 1993; Bostelman, 1996) or the device proposed
in (Arai, 1992; Higuchi, 1988; Viscomi, 1994), haptic devices (Baumann,
1997), pose measurements (Geng, 1994; Jeong, 1999), medical assistance
devices (Homma, 1994; Wendlandt, 1994), sport training (Morizono,
1997), telescope supporting system (Su, 2001).

We have started recently the development of a modular wire robot
that will be used in virtual reality application in conjunction with a work-

bench which allows a 3D rendering of large virtual scene. This system
uses a magnetic sensing device that measure the position/orientation of
the head of the user, an information that is used to update the scene
presented on the screen. Although this system is effective it has two
main drawbacks: no metallic object should be added in the surrounding
of the workbench otherwise a tedious calibration has to be performed
and no tactile feedback is provided The use of a wire robot in place of
the current sensing system will allow to get a similar pose measurement
ability while providing a minimal interference with the screen view and
may also provide some force-feedback ability that will be useful in many
applications such as medical training. Another specificity of our system
is its modularity: we aim to provide modular coiling devices whose lo-
cation on the ground can be easily adjusted to adapt the wires robot
to the task (optimal location of the coiling devices will be determined
using algorithms such as the one described in (Merlet, 2003)).

Previous works on wires robot have focused on kinematics (Maier,
1998; Yamamoto, 2000), planar robots (Ming, 1994-1; Ming, 1994-2; Os-
umi, 2000) and force controllable workspace (Verhoeven, 1998; Verho-
even, 2000). Clearly modularity should address first the workspace prob-
lem. Three elements play a role on the limitation of the workspace of
wires robots:

limitation due to the wire lengths: here there is no differences be-
tween a wires robot and a classical parallel robot and this subject



is now mastered using for example the algorithms described in (
Gosselin, 1990) when the orientation is constant or in (Merlet,
1999) in the general case

limitation due to the force in the wires: forces in the wires should
always be positive

limitation due to the interference between wires and between the

wires and the end-effector

The purpose of this paper is to address the last point which, to the best
of the author knowledge, has never been addressed for wires robot.

2. Wires interference

In this paper we consider a wires robot with n wires whose coiling
devices are located at point Ai on the ground and at point Bi on the
end-effector. A reference frame is attached to the ground so that the
coordinates of Ai are xai, yai, zai and a mobile frame is attached to the
end-effector so that the coordinates of Bi are xbi, ybi, zbi. The location
of the end-effector is defined by the coordinates X,Y,Z in the reference
frame of a specific point C of the end-effector while its orientation is
defined by the rotation matrix R that allows to express in the reference
frame the components of a vector whose components in the mobile frame
are known.

Two wires i, j will interfere if they have a common point M such that
AiM = liAiBi and AjM = ljAjBj with li, lj in [0,1]. We get

AiAj = AiM − AjM = liAiBi − ljAjBj (1)

Equation (1) is a system of 3 equations which are linear in the unknowns
li, lj . Two equations of this system are chosen to determine li, lj and
using these values in the third equation allows one to get an interference
condition that is free of li, lj . Geometrically speaking this interference
condition is equivalent to state that the points Ai, Aj , Bi, Bj lie in the

same plane.

3. Interference for a fixed orientation of the
end-effector

3.1 Interference condition and constraints planes

When the orientation is fixed the interference condition implies that C
lie in a plane P. An interesting property of the interference condition is
that when two wires i, j have the same z coordinates and the orientation



of the end-effector is such that the z components Bzi, Bzj of the vectors
CBi,CBj are identical, then the interference condition is written as:

U (Z −Bzi − zai) = 0 (2)

where U is not a function of X,Y,Z and cancel only if BiBj is parallel
to AiAj. Hence interference may occur only if BiBj is parallel to AiAj

or if the points Bi, Bj lie in the same horizontal plane than Ai, Aj .
The values of li, lj may be written as:

li =
N(li)

D(li)
lj =

N(lj)

D(lj)

The region of the workspace in which interference will occur is bounded
by geometrical elements for which li or lj are exactly 0 or 1. Hence it
is necessary to investigate the constraint conditions N(li) = 0,D(li) =
0, N(li) = D(li) and N(lj) = 0,D(lj) = 0, N(lj) = D(lj). All these
constraint conditions are also equations of planes for C that will be
called the constraints planes. Note that we have D(li) = D(lj) and

hence only 5 constraints planes that will be denoted CN(li)=0, CN(lj)=0,
CD(li)=0, CN(li)=D(li) and CN(lj)=D(lj). Interference between the wires
will thus happen when C belong to a region of P that is bounded by the
intersection of P with the constraints planes.

The constraints planes have interesting properties: the planes ob-
tained for N(li) = 0 and N(lj) = 0 are parallel as the coefficients in
X,Y,Z of these equations are identical and similarly the planes obtained
for N(li) = D(li) and N(lj) = D(lj) are parallel.

A direct consequence is that one of the half space bounded by N(li) =
0 or N(lj) = 0 will be such that N(li) ≥ (≤)0 and N(lj) ≥ (≤)0.
Similarly one of the half space bounded by N(li) = D(li) or N(lj) =
D(lj) will be such that N(li) ≤ D(li) and N(lj) ≤ D(lj). Combined
with the constraints on D(li) this will allow us to determine elements on
which either li or lj is exactly 0 (1) while on one side of the element we
will have li(lj) > 0(1) and li(lj) < 0(1) on the other side.

Hence only three constraints planes have to be calculated: the planes
separating the half-space where N(li) ≥ (≤)0 and N(lj) ≥ (≤)0 and
N(li) ≤ D(li) and N(lj) ≤ D(lj) together with the plane D(li) =
0. These three constraints plane will be called the separating planes

S1,S2, S3. Determining the two first separating planes among the five
constraints planes is easy. We select an arbitrary point on CN(li)=0 and
we calculate N(lj) for this point: if N(lj) ≥ 0 then we get S1 = CN(li)=0

otherwise S1 = CN(lj)=0 and a similar procedure is used for determining
S2 among CN(li)=D(li) and CN(lj )=D(lj).



3.2 Algorithm for calculating the interference
region

The interference region for the wires i, j is the region of P for which
each point satisfies li, lj ∈ [0, 1]. This region can be calculated as follows:

1 calculate the intersecting lines D1,D2,D3 between P and S1, S2

and S3

2 compute the intersection points between D1,D2,D3

3 for each Di:

(a) order the set {Si
0, . . . , S

i
k} of k + 1 intersection points that

belong to Di along this line

(b) for each segment Si
lS

i
l+1, l ∈ [0, k − 1] takes the mid-point M

of the segment and then 2 points on each side of the segment
close to M . Calculate the value of li, lj for these two points.
If for one point we have 0 ≤ li ≤ 1, 0 ≤ lj ≤ 1 while for
the other point one of these constraints is violated, then the
segment is part of the border of the interference region

4 connect all the parts of the segments that has been determined as
part of the border of the interference region

A similar algorithm may be derived for computing the intersection of the
interference region with a given plane (for example for a given Z) that are
called the interference lines. Both algorithms have been implemented
in Maple and their computation time is less than 10 s. Consider for
example the 6-wired robot whose Ai, Bi are:

A1 0 200 150 A2 173.205081 -100 150

A3 -173.205081 -100 150 A4 -173.205081 100 -150

A5 173.205081 100 -150 A6 0 -200 -150

B1 -25.980762 15 0 B2 25.980762 15 0

B3 0 -30 0 B4 -25.980762 -15 0

B5 0 30 0 B6 25.980762 -15 0

with a minimal wire length of 100 and a maximal wire length of 500.
Figure 1 present a cross-section of the workspace for Z = 0 and an
orientation of the end-effector defined by the Euler angles ψ = 70◦, θ =
30◦, φ = 0◦ as derived from the limitation of the wires lengths together
with the interference lines. It may be seen that the wires interference
will play a role for trajectory planning as some interferences lines are
inside the potential workspace of the wires robot.
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Figure 1. Cross-section of the workspace at Z = 0 for ψ = 70 degree, θ = 30 degree
and φ = 0. The interference lines for all pair of wires are represented in dashed lines

4. Interference between the end-effector and the
wires

Another factor that may limit the workspace is the interference be-
tween the wires and the end-effector. We will assume here that the end-
effector is a polyhedral object with N planar facets Fi. Each facet i is
defined in the mobile frame by a set of mi ordered vertices {V i

1 , . . . , V
i
m}

and the exterior of the end-effector is defined by a unit vector ni that
is perpendicular to the facet plane. Interference will occur when a wire
cross the interior of the end-effector. The purpose of this section is to
determine the region of the workspace, called the end-effector interfer-

ence region, for which such interference will occur, assuming that the
orientation of the end-effector is fixed.

The border of the end-effector interference region will be obtained
when one wire lie exactly in a facet plane and has an intersection with
a facet edge. A necessary condition for a wire j to be in the i-th facet
plane is:

ni.AjBj = 0 (3)

Wire j will have an intersection with a facet edge V i
kV

i
k+1 if there is a

point M that is common to AjBj and V i
kV

i
k+1. We have

AjV
i
k = AjM − Vi

kM = llAjBj − lmVi
kV

i
k+1 (4)



in which it is necessary to have ll, lm in the range [0,1]. A point of the
border of the end-effector interference region will be such that either ll
or lm is exactly 0 or 1. Equation (4) is a system of 3 linear equations in
ll, lm: two equations are used to determine ll, lm and we get a constraint
equation with the third one. This equation is linear in X,Y,Z as are the
constraint equation (3), the numerators and the denominator of ll, lm.

The border of the end-effector interference region is hence obtained
by dealing with constraint planes as in the previous section: the same
algorithm may thus be used. For each facet and each edge we have 4
constraints planes (the 2 numerators and the denominator of ll, lm and
the constraints plane issued from equation (4) and for each facet we have
another constraints plane issued from equation (3). Hence we have to
deal with a total of n

∑k=N
k=1 (4mk + 1) constraints planes.

5. Conclusion

Limitation to the workspace due to interference is a problem that
has rarely been addressed. In this paper we have proposed algorithms
that allows one to determine exactly the location of the end-effector (its
orientation being fixed) where interference between 2 wires or one wire
and a polyhedral end-effector will occur. We have shown on an example
that indeed interference is a factor that may limit the workspace of wires
robots.
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